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Section 1. Introductory Provisions
Sec. 1.1 Title
This Ordinance is known, cited, and referred
to as the “Sag Harbor Waterfront Overlay.” All
references to this “Overlay” refer to this Sag Harbor
Waterfront Overlay unless otherwise stated.

Sec. 1.2 Purpose & Intent
The Sag Harbor Waterfront Overlay is adopted
to advance the objectives of the Sag Harbor
Comprehensive Plan through standards that
guide the relationship between building facades
and the public realm, the form and mass of
buildings in relation to one another, and the
scale and type of streets and open spaces. These
standards enact the following intents:

›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Protect and enhance the unique and eclectic
character of the Village;
Preserve and enhance public views of the
waterfront and provide continuity of access
directly to the water;
Encourage a diversity of scales, architectural
styles, and materials which respects the
historic character and gives the Village its
authentic nature;
Provide a diversity of housing types for
Village residents and visitors;
Support a mixture of industrial, commercial,
water-dependent, and residential uses;
Enhance streetscaping and the pedestrian
environment with accommodations for other
transportation options, where needed and
appropriate;
Establish development controls to
reduce reliance on parking as a metric

§ 300 - ARTICLE XV WATERFRONT OVERLAY

›

for determining the scale of a proposed
development; and,
Incorporate strategies to minimize adverse
impacts on groundwater and surrounding
surface waterbody quality.

Sec. 1.3 Districts &
Zoning Map
1.3.1 Districts
The zoning districts of this Overlay correspond
with the zoning districts of § 300, Zoning:
A. Village Business (VB).
B. Office District (OD).
C. Waterfront (WF).
D. Parks and Conservation (PC).

1.3.2 Zoning Map
The Sag Harbor Waterfront Overlay is adopted
to advance the objectives of the Sag Harbor
Comprehensive Plan through standards that
guide the relationship between building facades
and the public realm, the form and mass of
buildings in relation to one another, and the
scale and type of streets and open spaces. These
standards enact the following intents:
A. Zoning Map Incorporated. The location and
boundaries of this Overlay and its respective
zoning districts are established on a scaled
map designated “Zoning Map of the Village of
Sag Harbor,” which is kept on file and available
for public viewing in the Office of the Village
Clerk, and such map is hereby declared to be
part of this Overlay. For a detailed map of the
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Figure 1A: Overlay Zoning Map
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Sag Harbor Waterfront Overlay, refer to Figure
1A: Overlay Zoning Map.
B. Overlay Boundaries:
1. The precise location of a zoning district
boundary line on the Zoning Map is
determined as follows:
a. Where a boundary line is shown
as coinciding, binding along, or
superimposed on a lot line, the
boundary is that lot line.
b. Where a boundary line is shown as
within or along a public or private rightof-way, the boundary is the centerline
of that right-of-way.
c. Where a boundary line is shown as
following the shoreline of a water body,
the boundary line is the mean high water
line of the water body, as determined by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
2. In the case of a split lot, in which a zoning
district boundary line runs through a lot,
zoning district standards are applied
separately to each portion of the lot.
3. Where there is any doubt or dispute as to the
location of a zoning district boundary line,
such doubt or dispute must be resolved per
§ 300-12.4, Interpretations and variances.

Sec. 1.4 Applicability
1.4.1 Territorial Applicability
The Sag Harbor Waterfront Overlay applies to all
land, structures, and uses within the Sag Harbor
Waterfront Overlay. This Overlay does not apply
to any land, structures, or uses of the Village not
within the Sag Harbor Waterfront Overlay.

1.4.2 Relationship to
§ 300, Zoning
A. All standards and procedures of § 300,
Zoning, apply to this Overlay, with the
exception of the following non-applicable
sections:
1. § 300-6.2. Permitted and special
exception uses.
2. § 300-6.3. Dimensional regulations.
3. § 300-6.4. VB District special conditions.
4. § 300-7.2. Permitted and special
exception uses.
5. § 300-7.3. Dimensional regulations.
6. § 300-8.2. Permitted and special
exception uses.
7. § 300-8.3. Dimensional regulations.
8. § 300-8.4. WF District special conditions,
sections A-C only. Sections D-E remain in
effect and controlling.
9. § 300-9.2. Lot frontage; yards; transition
yards; courts.
10. § 300-9.3. Height; exceptions; pyramid
law.
11. § 300-9.10. Gross floor area for certain
residential dwellings in R-20 and OD
Districts.
12. § 300-11.6. Accessory apartments in R-20
District and new accessory apartments in
VB District.
13. § 300-11.14B.
14. § 300-11.16. Grocery store, hardware store
and home furnishings store.
15. § 300-11.17B, C, and E.
16. § 300-11.19. Tables and chairs as accessory
to retail food store.
17. § 300-12.6B(3).
B. The Table of Dimensional Regulations and
Table of Uses referenced in § 300, Zoning,
are not applicable, and are superseded
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by Section 3, Building Form & Design, and
Section 4, Uses, respectively, of this Overlay.
C. The standards and procedures of § 30013, Board of Historic Preservation and
Architectural Review, § 300-14, Planning
Board, and § 300-16, Tidal Flood Hazard
Overlay District, remain applicable and
controlling.
D. If any provision of this Overlay contains an
actual, implied, or apparent conflict with any
other provision of § 300, Zoning, the more
restrictive provision controls.

1.4.3 Other Regulations
If any provision of this Overlay contains an
actual, implied, or apparent conflict with
any other provision of the Sag Harbor Code,
the more restrictive provision controls.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Overlay,
any New York State building code and fire code
requirements are applicable and controlling.

Sec. 1.5 Transitions
1.5.1 Nonconforming Structures
& Uses
A. Any structure, use, or lot that was
nonconforming prior to adoption of
this Overlay, but is subsequently made
conforming by this Overlay, is deemed
conforming as of the effective date of this
Overlay.
B. Any structure, use, or lot that was
nonconforming prior to adoption of this
Overlay, and does not conform to all
requirements of this Overlay, remains
nonconforming and is controlled by
§ 300-10, Nonconforming uses, buildings,
and structures.
C. Any structure, use, or lot that conformed to
all zoning standards that were in force prior

4
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to the effective date of this Overlay, but no
longer meets all the zoning standards of this
Overlay, is deemed nonconforming and is
controlled by § 300-10, Nonconforming uses,
buildings, and structures.

1.5.2 Previously Granted Approvals
A. If any approval was lawfully issued prior
to the effective date of this Overlay, the
structure may be completed, use established,
or site improved in accordance with the
approval that was issued. All approvals
granted prior to the effective date of this
Overlay remain in full force and effect, and
development may proceed in accordance
with the approved plans, including all
conditions and restrictions included as part
of approval.
B. If the applicant fails to act before any
approval expires as set forth in § 300-14.5J,
including any periods of extension granted,
the provisions of this Overlay govern and the
previous approval is revoked.

1.5.3 Pending Applications
Any pending application that has been submitted
and considered complete prior to the effective
date of this Overlay, but for which approvals from
the Planning Board, Board of Appeals, or Board
of Historic Preservation and Architectural Review
were not granted prior to the effective date of
this Overlay, must be resubmitted and will be
governed by this Overlay.

Sec. 1.6 Severability
If any section, paragraph, subdivision, clause,
sentence, or provision of this Overlay is
adjudged by any court of competent jurisdiction
to be invalid, that judgment does not affect,
impair, invalidate, or nullify the remainder of this
Overlay. The effect of the judgment is confined
to the section, paragraph, subdivision, clause,

§ 300 - ARTICLE XV WATERFRONT OVERLAY
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sentence, or provision specifically addressed in
the controversy in which judgment or decree
was made.

Sec. 1.7 Effective Date
This chapter will take effect immediately upon
filing in the office of the Secretary of State
pursuant to the Municipal Home Rule Law..
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Section 2. Districts
Sec. 2.1 Village Business (VB)

Intent. The intent of the Village Business (VB)
zoning district is to enable walkable main streets
of the Village to develop with human scaled
mixed-use development that can provide access
to day-to-day amenities within walking distance.
The desired development pattern includes
buildings of between one story and, where
appropriate, three stories in height, built up to the
front and corner side lot lines to frame the public
space of the street, with ground-story commercial
uses and a variety of upper story uses.

§ 300 - ARTICLE XV WATERFRONT OVERLAY
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Sec. 2.2 Office District (OD)

Intent. The intent of the Office (OD) zoning district
is to enable a transition between the mixed-use
center of the Village and outlying, principally
residential areas. The desired development pattern
includes mixed-use and single-use buildings
of between one story and, where appropriate,
three stories in height, and varying setbacks in a
walkable development environment.

8
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Sec. 2.3 Waterfront (WF)
Intent. The intent of the WF Waterfront District
is consistent with § 300-8.1.

Sec. 2.4 Parks & Conservation
(PC)
Intent. The intent of the PC Parks &
Conservation District is to facilitate the use of
land for parks, recreational areas, beach areas,
open spaces, open areas, nature preserves, and
historic sites.

§ 300 - ARTICLE XV WATERFRONT OVERLAY
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Section 3. Building Form & Design
Sec. 3.1 General
New construction, additions, and exterior
rehabilitation in the Sag Harbor Waterfront
Overlay must comply with the form and design
standards of this section. These form and design
standards do not apply to accessory buildings or
structures, which are addressed by Section 4.2,
Accessory Uses & Structures.

3.1.1 Building Types
A. For the purposes of this Overlay, the Mixed
Use Building (Section 3.2.1), General Building
(Section 3.2.2), and Civic Building (Section
3.2.3) types are introduced, each with their
own form and design standards tailored to
their respective functions.

B. An applicant must select which allowed
building type corresponds to the building
that is proposed, and must comply with the
standards for that building type as it relates
to new construction or substantial alteration.
C. Table 3A: Building Types identifies the
building types allowed by zoning district:
1. Each building type may be occupied by
any use allowed in the zoning district in
which it is located (refer to Section 4,
Uses), unless stated otherwise.
2. Any new construction in which at least 50%
of the ground story floor area is intended
for a shopfront must employ the mixed use
building type.
3. The civic building dimenional standards
may be employed only by the following
principal uses open to the general

Table 3A: Building Types
MIXED USE
BUILDING 1

GENERAL
BUILDING 1

CIVIC
BUILDING 1

Village Business (VB)

P

X

P

Office District (OD)

P

P

P

Waterfront (WF)

P

P

P

P2

P2

P2

ZONING DISTRICT

Parks and Conservation (PC)
1

P = Permitted, X = Prohibited.

2

Per § 300.8.12, only buildings and structures customarily related to the permitted uses, such as parking lots,
clubhouses, tennis courts, pools, bathhouses, restrooms, administration and maintenance buildings, gift
shops, docks, bulkheads, access walkways, viewing platforms, and the like may be erected in the Parks and
Conservation District. Where the use is a cultural or historic facility, such as a museum or interpretive center, the
use is allowed only if it relates directly to the historic or natural character of the land on which it is situated and
serves to educate the public about the same.

§ 300 - ARTICLE XV WATERFRONT OVERLAY
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public: museum; philanthropic, fraternal,
social, educational office or meeting
room, nonprofit; public library; religious
institutions; school; art gallery; theater, live;
theater, motion picture; or post office.

yard along the shoreline of the property of a
minimum depth of 30 feet.
1. A required waterfront yard must be
maintained clear of all permanent structures
and vehicular access and parking, with the
exception of a water-dependent use or a
walkway, park, or open space, plus related
accessory structures, which may encroach
upon a required waterfront yard. A waterdependent use is a use which can only
be conducted in, on, over, or adjacent to
a water body because such use requires
direct access to that water body, and which
involves, as an integral part of such activity,
the use of the water.

4. In the case of any alteration of a
nonconforming detached one-family
dwelling or detached two-family dwelling in
the VB or OD districts within this Overlay, the
general building type standards will apply.

3.1.2 Waterfront-Specific Standards
A. Terms Defined. A waterfront yard is the area of
a waterfront lot measured from the mean high
water line of the adjacent water body to the
waterside facade of the principal building. A
visual access yard is an open yard providing an
unobstructed view through a lot to a shoreline
or shoreline park, intended to extend existing
views from upland areas. Refer to Figure 3A:
Waterfront Yards & Visual Access Yards.
B. Waterfront Yards. All development on
waterfront lots must provide a waterfront

2. The required waterfront yard substitutes for
a required rear or interior side yard, wherever
such yards coincide.
C. Visual Access Yard(s). All development on
waterfront lots, or on lots abutting a public
park with waterfront access, must provide a
visual access yard(s) of at least 20% of the
lot width, but not less than 15 feet for any
individual lot.

A Required Visual Access Yard
20% of lot width (min)

B

Required Waterfront Yard
30' from mean high water
line (min)

Figure 3A: Waterfront Yards & Visual Access Yards

12
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1. A required visual access yard must be
maintained clear of all permanent structures
and vehicular access and parking, with the
exception of a walkway, park, or open space,
plus related accessory structures, which may
encroach upon a required visual access yard.
2. The required visual access yard substitutes
for a required rear or interior side yard,
wherever such yards coincide, but must not
substitute for a front or corner side build-to
zone. Any maximum front or corner side
setback remains applicable and controlling.
3. A required visual access yard may
substitute for any maximum interior side
yard requirement of Section 3.2.
4. Where a public right-of-way terminates at
Bay Street, Long Island Avenue, or West
Water Street, the required visual access
yard must, to the extent practicable, be
an extension of such public right-of-way
to the water. For the purposes of this
section, such public rights-of-way include
the visual extension of Meadow Street
through to Long Island Avenue.
5. Where visual access yards on separate
lots abut one another, the Planning
Board must, in its review of a site and
landscape plan, ensure consistency and
cohesiveness in design between the
respective visual access yards. No barrier,
such as a fence or berm, may separate
two abutting visual access yards.

1. Height Sub-Zone A: 3 stories, 35 feet, with a
minimum third story stepback of 10 feet after
the first 25 feet in height.
2. Height Sub-Zone B: 2 stories, 25 feet.
B. For the map of Height Sub-Zones A and B,
refer to Figure 3B: Height Sub-Zones.

3.1.4 Height Bonus
In Height Sub-Zone B, on parcels north of
Bay Street and Long Island Avenue only, the
Planning Board may approve additional height
in exchange for public benefits in accordance
with this section. The Planning Board must set
a public hearing for any such height bonus, at
which only the height bonus and public benefit
aspects of the project will be heard. These public
benefits must, in the judgment of the Planning
Board, be substantial and significantly offset any
detriment of approving the height bonus.
A. In Height Sub-Zone B, on parcels north of
Bay Street and Long Island Avenue only, the
Planning Board may allow up to an additional
one story and 10 feet in height, with a
minimum upper story stepback of 10 feet
after the first 25 feet in height, in exchange
for the following public benefits:

D. Facade Treatment. A facade facing a public
park with waterfront access, waterfront yard,
or visual access yard must comply with front
facade upper story stepback, transparency,
blank wall width, main entrance location, and
vertical and horizontal articulation standards,
as applicable.

1. The project must provide public waterfront
access. This public waterfront access must
consist of public walkways or a public
park, conveyed at no cost to a municipal
government or non-profit organization or
reserved by a permanent access easement,
occupying at minimum that portion of the
lot occupied by any required waterfront yard
or visual access yard. No height bonus may
be approved without an agreement for such
public waterfront access.

3.1.3 Height Sub-Zones

2. In addition to public waterfront access, the
project must provide at least three of the
following public benefits:

A. For the purposes of this Overlay, two subzones are established with respective
maximum building heights, as follows:

§ 300 - ARTICLE XV WATERFRONT OVERLAY

a. Green building systems, water
conservation and reuse, and
sustainable landscapes: an applicant
must demonstrate that green building
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Figure 3B: Height Sub-Zones
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practices incorporated into the project
will provide greater water/energy
efficiency than the minimum required
by the New York State Building and
Energy Code.
b. Preservation and adaptive reuse of an
historic building(s) or structure(s) as
identified by the Planning Board and
agreed to by the Board of Historic
Preservation and Architectural Review.
c. Accessible buildings and sites exceeding
minimum standards of the United States
Access Board (USAB).
d. Restoration of wildlife habitat,
native vegetation, shoreline buffers,
floodplains, and wetlands: an
applicant must provide restoration of
a significant portion of its open space
and provide detailed engineering or
landscaping plans, as part of the site
plan review process.

B. In making its decision to approve, approve
with conditions, or disapprove any request
for a height bonus, the Planning Board
must weigh the public benefits against any
adverse impact of the height bonus on public
visual access to and from the waterfront. The
Planning Board must find that the amenity is
proportional to the amenities proposed and
the proportionality must be demonstrated by
the applicant. In addition, the Planning Board
must consider how the amenities proposed
further the purposes and policies of the
Local Waterfront Revitalization Program
(LWRP). The Planning Board may seek a
recommendation from the Board of Historic
Preservation and Architectural Review with
regards to the proposed height bonus.
C. Under no circumstances is this section to be
interpreted as allowing for a building height in
excess of three stories and or a maximum of
35 feet via height bonus.

e. Facilities for public waterfront
recreation: incorporation of public
waterfront recreation on a development
site or at a designated off-site location
that could be utilized by the proposed
project’s residents or visitors, as
negotiated by the Planning Board.
f. Incorporation of street trees of
significant size (caliper of at least six
inches).
g. Providing a portion of a waterfront
walkway within the public waterfront
access area that contains a walkway
having an average width of not less
than 15 feet, unless a lesser width is
permitted by the Planning Board. The
walkway must consist principally of
paved or wood surfaces, but may also
include landscaped areas, sitting areas,
benches, gazebos, and suitable lighting
facilities. The dimensions and location
of the waterfront trailway may be
negotiated with the Planning Board.

§ 300 - ARTICLE XV WATERFRONT OVERLAY
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Sec. 3.2 Building Type Standards

3.2.1 Mixed Use Building
Description. A mixed use building is designed
to facilitate a mix of uses with an active ground
story and is a primary element in a pedestrian
oriented, mixed-use environment.
This mixed use building diagram is intended to
illustrate the dimensional standards of this section,
and is not intended to communicate architectural
preferences. The standards and procedures of the
Board of Historic Preservation and Architectural
Review remain controlling and applicable.

§ 300 - ARTICLE XV WATERFRONT OVERLAY
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3.2.1 Mixed Use Building, continued
3.2.1.A. Lots

3.2.1.B. Setbacks

Lot Dimensions

Building Setbacks

A

B

Lot area (min)

Lot width (min)

VB, OD:

1,250 SF

WF, PC:

N/A

VB, OD:

20'

WF, PC:

N/A

A

B

C

Front (min / max)

Corner side (min / max)

Interior side (min / max)

Lot Coverage
C

D

18

Building
coverage (max)

VB, OD, WF:

80%

PC:

20%

Impervious
coverage (max)

VB, OD, WF:

90%

PC:

25%

2

1

The maximum building coverage is 70% for any
waterfront lot in the VB, OD, and WF districts.

2

The maximum impervious coverage is 80% for any
waterfront lot in the VB, OD, and WF districts.

|
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D

1

3

Rear (min)

VB, OD:

0' / 5'

WF, PC:

N/A

VB, OD:

0' / 5'

WF, PC:

N/A

VB, OD:

0' / 15'

WF, PC:

N/A
0'

3

3

3

An interior side setback of at least 5' in depth, and/or
rear setback of at least 15' in depth, is required where
the applicable lot line abuts an R-20 district.

§ 300 - ARTICLE XV WATERFRONT OVERLAY
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3.2.1 Mixed Use Building, continued
3.2.1.C. Height

3.2.1.D. Activation

Building Height

Transparency

A

Stories
(max)

Height Sub-Zone A:

3 stories

Height Sub-Zone B:

2 stories

Height
(max)

Height Sub-Zone A:

35'

Height Sub-Zone B:

25'

A

Ground story transparency,
front facade (min / max)

70% / 95%

B

Ground story transparency,
corner side facade (min / max)

40% / 95%

C

Upper story transparency,
front & corner side facades
(min / max)

25% / 70%

D

Blank wall width,
front & corner side facades (max)

E

Ground story window sill height,
front & corner side facades
(min / max)

4

Story Height
B

Ground floor elevation at
main entrance (min / max)

C

Ground story height,
ﬂoor to ﬂoor (min)

13'

D

Second story height,
from grade (max)

25'

E

Third story stepback,
front & corner side facades (min)

10'

0' / 2'

5

0.5' / 2.5'

6

Pedestrian Access

4

Refer to Section 3.1.4 Height Bonus, to achieve limited
additional height in exchange for certain public
benefits.

5

Where a mixed-use building is located within a FEMA
flood zone, dry floodproofing is required in lieu of
raising the ground floor elevation more than 2' above
the sidewalk level.
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10'

6

F

Main entrance location
(required)

G

Entrance spacing along front
facade

Front
facade
At least 1
entrance
for each
25' of
facade
width

The ground story window sill height may be up to 4'
to accommodate a FEMA-required flood wall.
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3.2.1.E. Mixed Use Building Specific
Standards
1. Vertical articulation is required (e.g., bays,
mullions, columns, piers, pilasters, recessed
entries, or other architectural treatments) to
visually break up the massing of the ground
story of the front and corner side facades into
segments no greater than 25 feet in width.
2. Horizontal articulation is required (e.g.,
belt courses, cornice lines, entablatures,
friezes, awnings, changes in materials or
window patterns, recessed entries, or other
architectural treatments) to distinguish the
ground story of front and corner side facades
from the upper stories.
3. A main entrance must effectively address the
adjacent public right-of-way and be given
prominence on the building facade. This
may be satisfied through the use of features
such as entranceway roofs, a chamfered
corner, additional mouldings with expression
lines, a bay of unique width, and/or sidelight
windows, transom or fan window, or other
adjacent windows.
4. Ground story windows must be large display
windows, allowing for maximum visibility from
the viewpoint of the pedestrian. A transom,
helping bring natural light into the interior of
the shopfront, is encouraged.
5. Security devices such as coiling shutters and
accordion gates are prohibited on front or
corner side facades.

20
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3.2.2 General Building
Description: A general building is designed to
accommodate one predominant use, such as
residential, office, or hospitality, and is typically
not inclusive of a ground story shopfront. A
general building is typically detached from
other buildings.
This general building diagram is intended to
illustrate the dimensional standards of this section,
and is not intended to communicate architectural
preferences. The standards and procedures of the
Board of Historic Preservation and Architectural
Review remain controlling and applicable.
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3.2.2 General Building, continued
3.2.2.A. Lots

3.2.2.B. Setbacks

Lot Dimensions

Building Setbacks

A

Lot area (min)

OD:
WF, PC:

B

Lot width (min)

1,800 SF

A

Front (min / max)

N/A

OD:

30'

WF, PC:

N/A

B

Corner side (min / max)

Interior side (min / max)

22

Building
coverage (max)

OD, WF:

80%

PC:

20%

Impervious
coverage (max)

OD, WF:

90%

PC:

25%

1

The maximum building coverage is 70% for any
waterfront lot in the OD and WF districts.

2

The maximum impervious coverage is 80% for any
waterfront lot in the OD and WF districts.
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D

Rear yard (min)

5' / 10'
N/A
5’ / 10’
N/A
5' / 30'
N/A
15'

2

1

|

OD:
WF, PC:

Lot Coverage

D

OD:
WF, PC:

C

C

OD:
WF, PC:
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3.2.2 General Building, continued
3.2.2.C. Height

3.2.2.D. Activation

Building Height

Transparency

A

Stories
(max)

Height Sub-Zone A:

3 stories

Height Sub-Zone B:

2 stories

Height
(max)

Height Sub-Zone A:

35'

Height Sub-Zone B:

25'

3

Story Height
B

Ground floor elevation
(min / max)

0' / 4'

C

Ground story height,
ﬂoor to ﬂoor (min)

10'

D

Second story height,
from grade (max)

25'

E

Third story stepback,
front & corner side facades (min)

10'

Ground story transparency,
front & corner side facade
(min / max)

30% / 95%

B

Upper story transparency,
front & corner side facades
(min / max)

20% / 70%

C

Blank wall width, front facade
(max)

10’

D

Blank wall width, corner side
facade (max)

20’

4

Pedestrian Access
E

3

Refer to Section 3.1.4 Height Bonus, to achieve limited
additional height in exchange for certain public
benefits.

4

A general building may have a ground floor elevation
greater than 4' only to accommodate FEMA flood
zone requirements.
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A

Main entrance location
(required)

Front
facade
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3.2.3 Civic Building
Description. A civic building is a building
designed to stand apart from its surroundings
due to the special nature of its use as a public
facility. A civic building is often among the most
prominently sited and architecturally significant
in a neighborhood.
This civic building diagram is intended to illustrate
the dimensional standards of this section, and
is not intended to communicate architectural
preferences. The standards and procedures of the
Board of Historic Preservation and Architectural
Review remain controlling and applicable.
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3.2.3 Civic Building, continued
3.2.3.A. Lots

3.2.3.B. Setbacks

Lot Dimensions

Building Setbacks

A

B

Lot area (min)

Lot width (min)

VB, OD:

3,000 SF

WF, PC:

N/A

VB, OD:

50'

WF, PC:

N/A

A

B

C

Front (min / max)

Corner side (min / max)

Interior side (min / max)

Lot Coverage
C

D

26

Building
coverage (max)

VB, OD, WF:

80%

PC:

20%

Impervious
coverage (max)

VB, OD, WF:

90%

PC:

25%

2

1

The maximum building coverage is 70% for any
waterfront lot in the VB, OD, and WF districts.

2

The maximum impervious coverage is 80% for any
waterfront lot in the VB, OD, and WF districts.
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D

1

3

Rear (min)

VB, OD:

0' / 10'

WF, PC:

N/A

VB, OD:

0' / 10'

WF, PC:

N/A

VB, OD:

0' / 30'

WF, PC:

N/A
0'

3

3

3

An interior side setback of at least 5' in depth, and/or
rear setback of at least 15' in depth, is required where
the applicable lot line abuts an R-20 district.
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3.2.3 Civic Building, continued
3.2.3.C. Height

3.2.3.D. Activation

Building Height

Transparency

A

Stories
(max)

Height Sub-Zone A:

3 stories

Height Sub-Zone B:

2 stories

Height
(max)

Height Sub-Zone A:

35'

Height Sub-Zone B:

25'

A

Ground story transparency,
front facade (min / max)

40% / 95%

B

Ground story transparency,
corner side facade (min / max)

40% / 95%

C

Upper story transparency,
front & corner side facades
(min / max)

40% / 95%

4

Story Height
B

Ground floor elevation
(min / max)

C

Ground story height,
ﬂoor to ﬂoor (min)

10'

D

Second story height,
from grade (max)

25'

E

Third story stepback,
front & corner side facades (min)

10'

0' / 4'

5

4

Refer to Section 3.1.4 Height Bonus, to achieve limited
additional height in exchange for certain public
benefits.

5

A civic building may have a ground floor elevation
greater than 4' only to accommodate FEMA flood
zone requirements.
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Pedestrian Access
D

Main entrance location
(required)

Front
facade
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Sec. 3.3 Supplemental
Standards
3.3.1 Pedestrian Facilities
A. Private Realm. Pedestrian facilities must
be provided connecting main entrances to
parking, adjacent public rights-of-way, and
all uses on a site that allow for public access.
Such facilities must consist of ADA-compliant
sidewalks of at least five feet in width.
B. Public Realm. Pedestrian facilities must be
provided in the adjacent public right-of-way in
an area of at least 10 feet in width, measured
from the lot line to the curbline. Such facilities
must include ADA-compliant sidewalks of at
least five feet in width on the inner portion of
the pedestrian way, closest to the lot line. The
Superintendent of Public Works may require
additional pedestrian facility width in the
public right-of-way, as appropriate.

3.3.2 Bicycle Facilities
A. Minimum Required. At least one bicycle parking
fixture, accommodating at least two bicycles,
must be provided for any new use or change of
use. For any use in excess of 2,000 square feet
of gross floor area, a minimum of two bicycle
parking spaces must be provided for each
additional 2,000 square feet of gross floor area.
B. Fixture Placement. A bicycle parking fixture
must be placed within 25 feet of, and clearly
visible from, the main entrance to the use
served. A bicycle rack may be erected on
a public sidewalk with the approval of the
Superintendent of Public Works.

3.3.3 Parking
A. Parking. Off street parking requirements
apply, per § 300-9.6.
B. Curb Cuts and Driveways. The number and
width of curb cuts and driveways must be
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the minimum needed to provide reasonable
access to the site.
C. Surface Parking. Any off-street parking lot
in the VB and OD districts must be located
wholly within a rear yard or interior side yard.
In all zoning districts, no off-street parking
lot may be located in a waterfront yard or
visual access yard.
D. Structured Parking:
1. Any parking entry or loading dock must be
located on a corner side, interior side, or rear
facade, and must not be located on a front
facade or any facade facing a public park,
waterfront yard, or visual access yard.
2. Internal circulation and parking levels must
be oriented so that a horizontal, rather
than sloped, plane faces the principal
public right-of-way abutting the site.
3. Any structured parking must be designed
so that at least 75% of the linear width of
the ground-story front facade, measured
from building corner to building corner and
excluding pedestrian and vehicular entries,
is designed for habitable building area. Each
habitable space must have a minimum depth
of 30 feet, measured from the front facade.
4. Above-ground levels of structured parking
must be designed with at least 10 feet
of clear height and level floors, with the
exception of drive aisles from floor-to-floor,
to allow for a future change of use.

3.3.4 Landscape
A. Minimum Landscaped Area. A minimum of
10% of the lot must consist of a landscaped
area of natural vegetation. In the case of a lot
in the PC district, the minimum landscaped
area must consist of at least 75% of the lot.
1. Plant materials must be native to Long Island,
per the Village of Sag Harbor Native Plant
Guide, available upon request at the Village
Building Department.
2. No invasive species may be installed.
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B. Street Tree Requirement. For any new
construction or additions, a minimum
of one street tree of a minimum caliper
of three inches must be installed on the
adjacent public right-of-way for each 30
feet of right-of-way frontage. Where the
Planning Board finds that street trees cannot
be accommodated on site, the Planning
Board must, with the concurrence of the
Superintendent of Public Works, require
street tree installation in alternative locations
within the Village.

3.3.5 Mechanical Equipment
A. Roof-mounted mechanical equipment must
be fully screened from view at ground level
on all sides of the structure and, to the extent
practicable, from adjacent buildings of similar
height. Such mechanical equipment must
be set back a distance of one and one-half
times its height from the facade. Screens
must be of durable, permanent materials
and be constructed to a height of at least
one foot above the height of the mechanical
equipment. Mechanical equipment must be
the minimum height necessary to perform its
proper function. No mechanical equipment
may be greater than five feet in height above
the roof surface, except where the Planning
Board has affirmatively approved such
additional height with a specific reference in
the site plan approval.

observer, are prohibited as part of a front or
corner side facade, or of a facade facing a
waterfront yard or visual access yard.
D. Any existing mechanical equipment, which
was lawfully established prior to the adoption
of this Overlay, will be considered conforming,
and may be repaired and replaced in-kind.

3.3.6 Refuse Areas
The storage of refuse and recyclables must be
provided inside a fully-enclosed building or
within an outdoor area enclosed by walls or
opaque fencing. Any refuse area located outside
of a fully-enclosed building must be sited as
follows:
A. Refuse areas, including dumpsters and
garbage cans, must be located in the rear
yard adjacent to the principal building. No
refuse area may be located in a waterfront
yard or visual access yard.
B. Refuse areas must be screened by a fence
or enclosure of at least six feet in height
on all sides, or as necessary to conceal
any dumpsters or other refuse structures.
Enclosures must remain locked and closed,
except when in use.

B. Ground-mounted mechanical equipment
must be screened with a fence, wall, or
dense evergreen hedge, so that no portion is
readily visible from any public right-of-way.
If ground-mounted mechanical equipment is
screened by existing structures, fencing, or
landscape, this requirement will be deemed
to have been met. No mechanical equipment
may be located in a waterfront yard or visual
access yard.
C. Vents, air conditioners, and other utility
elements, except where such elements are
enclosed, camouflaged, screened, obscured,
or otherwise not readily apparent to a casual
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Section 4. Uses
Sec. 4.1 Principal Uses
All principal uses must comply with the
standards of this section.

4.1.1 General
A. Table 4A: Table of Uses identifies the uses
allowed, allowed by special exception, or
prohibited in each zoning district. Table 4A
supersedes the Table of Uses referenced in
§ 300, Zoning, which is non-applicable in this
Overlay. Table 4A does not address the PC
district, whose allowed uses are addressed
by § 300.8.11.
B. Unlisted Uses:
1. If a use is not listed as allowed or allowed
with a special exception, but is similar
in nature and impact to a use that is
listed in the Table of Uses, the Building
Inspector may interpret the use as allowed
or allowed with a special exception,
respectively.
2. If a use is not listed and cannot be
interpreted by the Building Inspector as
similar in nature and impact to a use that
is listed in the Table of Uses, the use is
deemed prohibited.
C. Multiple Principal Uses. A lot may contain
more than one principal use, so long as each
principal use is allowed in the zoning district.

4.1.2 Principal Use Standards
A. Scale Limitations:
1. Any commercial use in the VB and OD
districts is limited to 2,000 square feet of
gross floor area.
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2. A dwelling unit for any residential use in
the VB and OD districts must not exceed
1,200 square feet of gross floor area.
3. Any traveler accommodations use in the
VB and OD districts must not exceed 10
guest rooms.
B. Waterfront Restrictions. No residential use,
including any apartment building, live-work
unit, or upper story dwelling, is allowed on
any lot located north of West Water Street,
Long Island Avenue, and Bay Street.
C. Special Exception Uses. Where a use is
identified in Table 4A as a special exception
use, that use must comply with § 300
Article XI Special Exception Uses. Additional
standards for special exception uses within
this Overlay are below and supersede the
requirements of Article XI where noted.
1. Apartment Building and Upper Story
Dwelling (Replaces § 300-11.5):
a. A ten percent affordable housing set
aside rounded up to the nearest whole
number must be provided. Affordable
housing is defined as housing for
individuals and families at or below
130% of the median income for the
Nassau-Suffolk primary metropolitan
statistical area as defined by the
federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development. The affordable
workforce housing units must be of
consistent design to those of the rest
of the development.
b. Subsequent purchasers or renters
of such units must have at the time
of purchase or rent, pursuant to the
definition of “affordable workforce
housing,” an income at or below 130%
of the median income for the NassauSuffolk primary statistical area as
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Table 4A: Table of Uses
USE CATEGORY

PRINCIPAL USE

Residential Uses
Per Section 4.1.2.B, no
residential use, including
any apartment building,
live-work unit, or upper
story dwelling, is allowed
on any lot located north
of West Water Street,
Long Island Avenue, and
Bay Street.

Institutional &
Governmental Uses

Traveler
Accommodations

Private
Congregations

Public and
Semipublic
Congregations

Retail

1
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VB 1

OD 1

WF 1

Dwelling, one-family detached

X

X

X

Dwelling, two-family detached

X

X

X

Apartment building

X

SE

X

Live-work unit

P

P

X

Upper story dwelling(s)

P

P

X

Cemetery

X

X

X

Museum

P

P

P

Philanthropic, fraternal, social, educational,
institutional office or meeting room, nonprofit

P

P

SE

Public library

P

P

X

Radio, television tower, transmission line,
necessary as a public service facility

SE

SE

SE

Bed-and-breakfast

SE

SE

X

Resort motel

X

X

X

Boutique Hotel (10 rooms max.)

SE

SE

X

Club, beach or tennis

X

X

X

Club, yacht

X

X

SE

Cabaret, disco or nightclub

X

X

X

Religious institutions

SE

SE

SE

School

X

SE

X

Antique shop

P

P

X

Artisanal shop

P

P

X

Beverage store

P

SE

X

Bicycle shop

P

P

X

Boat dealership

X

X

P

P = Permitted, SE = Special Exception, X = Prohibited
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Table 4A: Table of Uses (continued)
USE CATEGORY

PRINCIPAL USE

Retail
(continued)

VB 1

OD 1

WF 1

Bookstore

P

P

X

Cigar and/or Tobacco shop

P

X

X

Clothing store

P

P

X

SE

X

X

Convenience store, limited hours

P

X

X

Electronics and/or computer store

P

P

X

Fish market

P

SE

P

Flower shop

P

P

X

Garden supply store

P

X

X

General/variety store

P

SE

X

Glassware

P

P

X

Grocery store, less than/equal to 2,000 square feet

P

X

X

Grocery store, greater than 2,000 square feet

X

X

X

Hardware store, less than/equal to 2,000 square feet

P

SE

X

Hardware store, greater than 2,000 square feet

X

X

X

Home furnishings/decor, less than/equal to
2,000 square feet

P

SE

X

Home furnishings/decor, greater than 2,000
square feet

X

X

X

Jewelry store

P

P

X

Beer, wine, and/or liquor store

P

P

X

Music store

P

P

X

Pet supply store

P

SE

X

Pharmacy

P

SE

X

Sail loft and canvas shop

P

P

P

Shoe store (including shoe/clothing repair)

P

SE

X

Convenience store, 24-hour

1

P = Permitted, SE = Special Exception, X = Prohibited
Continued next page 
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Table 4A: Table of Uses (continued)
USE CATEGORY

PRINCIPAL USE

Retail
(continued)

Other Commercial
Uses

Food Services

VB 1

OD 1

WF 1

Shop for custom work

P

P

X

Souvenir shop

P

P

X

Specialty food: seafood, meat, bakery, etc.

P

SE

X

Sporting goods

P

SE

X

Stationery store

P

P

X

Toys and games

P

P

X

Paint and/or wallpaper stores

P

P

X

Wallpaper made from purchased papers and
other materials

P

P

X

Art gallery

P

P

X

Communications tower and exchange

SE

SE

SE

Filling station

X

X

X

Fitness center/gym

P

P

X

Ship/marine chandlery

P

SE

P

Superstore

X

X

X

Theater, live

P

SE

X

Theater, motion picture

P

SE

X

Bar/tavern

P

SE

X

SE

SE

X

Coffee shop

P

P

X

Delicatessen

P

P

X

Fast-food establishment

P

SE

X

Ice cream parlor

P

P

X

Restaurant

P

P

X

Snack and nonalcoholic beverage bars

P

P

X

Brewery/distillery

1

P = Permitted, SE = Special Exception, X = Prohibited
Continued next page 
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Table 4A: Table of Uses (continued)
USE CATEGORY

PRINCIPAL USE

Offices & Banks

Service Uses

1

VB 1

OD 1

WF 1

Accounting

P

P

X

Architect

P

P

X

Attorney

P

P

X

Bank

P

P

X

Engineering/surveying

P

P

X

Insurance

P

P

X

Interior design

P

P

X

Marine surveyor

P

P

P

Medical offices

P

P

X

Mortgage and financial services

P

P

X

Naval architect

P

P

P

Newspaper/publishing

P

P

X

Office, other

P

P

X

Private investigator

P

P

X

Real estate

P

P

X

Travel agency

P

P

X

Veterinarian

P

P

X

Yacht sales and charters, including boat display

P

X

P

Yacht sales and charters, not including boat
display

P

P

P

Copy services (without printing services)

P

P

X

Dry-cleaning establishment

P

P

X

Funeral home

X

X

X

Laundromat

P

P

X

Professional service shop

P

P

X

P = Permitted, SE = Special Exception, X = Prohibited
Continued next page 
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Table 4A: Table of Uses (continued)
USE CATEGORY

PRINCIPAL USE

Service Uses
(continued)

Health & Care
Services

Water-Dependent
Uses

1
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VB 1

OD 1

WF 1

Barbershop, hair dresser

P

P

X

Personal Service (e.g., nail salon, day spa,
massage therapy, tanning)

P

P

X

Post office

P

P

X

Printing services

P

P

X

Repair shop, automobile

X

X

X

Repair shop, small household, business or
personal appliances

P

P

X

Adult care facility

X

X

X

Ambulatory care clinic

P

P

X

Day-care facility

X

X

X

Veterinary hospital

X

X

X

Boatyard, including sales, rentals, storage, and
repairs

X

X

P

Commercial fishing charter

X

X

P

Excursion boat

X

X

P

Ferry terminal, automobile/other landing place

X

X

X

Water taxi

X

X

SE

Marina

X

X

P

Water-dependent use, other

SE

SE

SE

P = Permitted, SE = Special Exception, X = Prohibited
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defined by the federal Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
c. The Village must ensure that all
affordable housing units created
pursuant to this section remain
affordable through covenants or deed
restrictions reviewed and approved by
the Village Attorney.
2. Boutique Hotel:
a. No more than 10 guest units are
permitted.
b. All guest units must be located above
the ground story.
c. Each guest unit must be a transient
guest unit; i.e., for the use and
occupancy of tourists and vacationers
on a transient basis, excepting one unit
which may be used and occupied as a
residence by a manager, provided said
unit is no larger than 400 square feet.
d. Each guest unit must be connected
to a public water supply and to
the Village of Sag Harbor sanitary
sewerage system.

Sec. 4.2 Accessory Uses
& Structures
4.2.1 General
A. Table 4B: Table of Accessory Uses identifies the
accessory uses and structures allowed, allowed
by special exception, or prohibited in each
zoning district. Table 4B supersedes the Table
of Uses referenced in § 300, Zoning, which is
non-applicable in this Overlay. Table 4B does
not address the PC district, whose allowed uses
are addressed by § 300.8.11.
B. Accessory structures may encroach upon
required rear yards only, so long as the
accessory structures do not in total occupy
greater than 30% of the area of the required
rear yard. Accessory structures may not be
placed within a front yard, waterfront yard,
or visual access yard, except where expressly
allowed by this Overlay.
C. Accessory structures must meet the following
dimensional requirements:
1. Front setback (min): 20 feet.

e. No guest unit may contain cooking
facilities.

2. Interior side, corner side, and rear
setback (min): 5 feet.

f. Any intensive outdoor activities are
prohibited.

3. Height in stories/feet (max):
1 story / 15 feet.

g. Outdoor lighting must not project light
onto, nor be visible from, neighboring
properties. No outdoor light source
may be more than 10 feet above the
ground level underneath it.

4. Distance between buildings (min): 15 feet.

h. There may be no outdoor public
address system.
3. Radio, television tower, transmission line,
necessary as a public service facility:
Must comply with the requirements of
§ 300-11.11.
4. All Retail and Other Commercial Uses in
Table 4A that require a Special Exception
Use permit in the OD district are limited
to 1,500 square feet of gross floor area.
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Table 4B: Table of Accessory Uses
ACCESSORY USE

VB 1

OD 1

WF 1

P

P

P

SE

SE

SE

Home occupation or professional office

P

P

X

Private garage or private off-street parking

P

P

P

Accessory apartment

X

X

X

Sign

P

P

P

Private swimming pool

SE

SE

X

Convenience store, limited hours, as accessory to filling station

X

X

X

Launch service, as accessory to marina

X

X

P

Office, as accessory to marina

X

X

P

Restaurant (inclusive of outdoor dining), as accessory to a waterdependent use

X

X

P

Outdoor dining, as accessory to restaurant

SE

SE

X

Tables and chairs as accessory to a retail food store

SE

SE

X

Keeping of chickens

X

X

X

Customary accessory structure and/or use, except those prohibited by
Chapter 300, Zoning
Dish antenna

1
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Section 5. Definitions & Measurements
Sec. 5.1 Rules of
Interpretation
5.1.1 Abbreviations
The following are abbreviations used within this
Overlay:
A. “Max” is an abbreviation for “maximum.”
B. “Min” in an abbreviation for “minimum.”

C. “Should” or “is/are encouraged” express a
suggestion or recommendation, and do not
express a requirement or impose a duty.
D. “May” is permissive.

5.1.4 Text & Graphics
Illustrations and diagrams are included in this
Overlay only to illustrate the intent of the text,
and are not regulatory. In all cases, the text
controls.

C. “N/A” is an abbreviation for “not applicable.”
D. “SF” is an abbreviation for “square feet.”

5.1.2 Conjunctions
A. “And” indicates that all connected words or
provisions apply.
B. “Or” indicates that the connected words
or provisions may apply singly or in any
combination.
C. “Either [...] or” indicates that the connected
words or provisions apply singly, but not in
combination.

5.1.3 Mandatory, Prohibitory, &
Permissive Terms
A. “Must” and “will” are mandatory terms that
express a requirement or impose a duty.
B. “Must not,” “will not,” “may not,” and “no...
may” express a prohibition.
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Sec. 5.2 Defined Terms
5.2.1 Relationship with
§ 300, Zoning
A. Word usage must be consistent with
§ 300-2.1, Word usage.
B. Where any term is defined simultaneously
in Section 5.2.2 and in § 300-2.2, Definitions,
the definition in Section 5.2.2 applies and the
definition in § 300-2.2 does not apply. Where a
term is defined in § 300-2.2 but not in Section
5.2.2, the definition in § 300-2.2 applies.
C. The following defined terms in § 300-2.2
are not used in this Overlay and have no
relationship to any defined term or rule of
measurement in Section 5.2.2 or Section 5.3,
respectively:
1. Lot Line, Side.
2. Yard, Side.

Section 5. Definitions & Measurements
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5.2.2 Terms Defined
For the purposes of this Overlay, the following
terms have the following meanings:
Accessory Apartment. A dwelling unit
associated with and incidental to a principal use
on the same lot.
Activation. The placement and organization of
facade elements to facilitate pedestrian activity
and street vitality.
Alcove. A recess in a facade, which may enclose
a bench, fountain, or sculpture.
Artisanal Shop. A retail store featuring on-site
craft production or assembly, with no processes
that create heat, glare, dust, smoke, fumes,
odors, or vibration detectable off the property.
Bay Window. A window that projects outward
from a structure that does not rest on the
foundation or on the ground.
Bicycle Parking Fixture. A short-term bicycle
storage rack that is securely anchored, able to
support the bicycle frame in at least two places to
prevent the bicycle from falling over, configured to
allow locking of the frame and at least one wheel
with a U-lock, and constructed of materials that
resist cutting, rusting, bending, or deformation.
Blank Wall Width. Refer to Section 5.3,
Measurements & Exceptions.
Brewery/Distillery. An establishment which
produces alcoholic beverages, such as beer,
mead, hard cider, wine, and spirituous liquor,
and which may include a tasting room or table
service restaurant.
Building Coverage. Refer to Section 5.3,
Measurements & Exceptions.
Building Height. Refer to Section 5.3,
Measurements & Exceptions.
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Building Type. A category of building
determined by function, placement on the lot,
and configuration. A building type is not a use,
but a set of dimensional standards that may be
employed in a zoning district.
Build-to Zone. Refer to Section 5.3,
Measurements & Exceptions.
Chamfered Corner. A building corner which is cut
back to a diagonal in order to create a location
for the door of a commercial establishment.
Controlling. To have the effect of taking the
place of, causing to be set aside, or superseding
any actual, implied, or apparent conflicting
provision in the Village Code.
Cornice. A projection aligned horizontally along
and crowning a building wall, door, window, or
other opening in the building wall.
Curbline. A line formed by the face of the curb
or, in its absence, the outer edge of the shoulder.
Expression Line. A design element aligned
horizontally along a building wall, typically a
continuous row or layer of stones, tiles, bricks,
shingles, or similar materials. Also called a belt
course, string course, or band course.
Facade. The exterior wall of a building.
Facade, Corner Side. The exterior wall of a
building that faces the corner side lot line.
Facade, Front. When facing a right-of-way, the
exterior wall of the building that faces the front lot
line. When facing a private right-of-way, parking lot,
or common area, and not facing a right-of-way, the
exterior wall of the building that contains the main
entrance from the private right-of-way, parking
lot, or common area. When facing a public park,
waterfront yard, or visual access yard, all exterior
walls of the building that face the park, waterfront
yard, visual access yard, and front lot line.
Facade, Interior Side. The exterior wall of a
building that faces the interior side lot line.
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Facade, Rear. The exterior wall of a building that
faces the rear lot line.
Facade, Waterside. An exterior wall of a
building that faces a water body or a park that
faces a water body.
Fenestration. The openings in a structure,
including windows and doors, but not including
loading berths and entries for parking. Fenestration
includes frames, mullions, muntins, vents, and
other elements integral to a window or door unit.

Lot, Corner. A lot situated at the junction of two
intersecting public rights-of-way. This includes a
lot that is situated at the terminus of a dead-end
right-of-way or T-intersection.
Lot, Interior. A lot other than a corner lot or
through lot.
Lot, Through. A lot that abuts two
nonintersecting public rights-of-way.
Lot, Waterfront. A lot that abuts a water body or
a park that abuts a water body.

Glazing. A component of a window or wall
made of glass.
Grade. The existing surface elevation of land at
a given point or place, as established on a plan
prepared by a licensed professional surveyor,
before any alteration of the land is undertaken.
Gross Floor Area. The sum of the gross
horizontal areas of all the floors of a building,
measured from the exterior faces of exterior
walls, or from the centerline of party walls
separating two buildings. Gross floor area
does not include non-habitable space, within
a basement or attic, per the New York State
Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code.

Lot Area. Refer to Section 5.3, Measurements &
Exceptions.

Ground Floor Elevation. Refer to Section 5.3,
Measurements & Exceptions.

Lot Coverage. Refer to Section 5.3,
Measurements & Exceptions.

Ground Story. The story of a building closest to
the sidewalk level.

Lot Line. The boundary that legally and
geometrically demarcates a lot.

Impervious Coverage. Refer to Section 5.3,
Measurements & Exceptions.

Lot Line, Corner Side. In the case of a corner lot,
a lot line that abuts a right-of-way that is not a
front lot line.

Invasive Species. Non-native, introduced
species that cause harm to local ecosystems, the
economy, and/or human health. A list of invasive
species, maintained by the Long Island Invasive
Species Management Area, is available upon
request at the Village Building Department.

Lot Line, Front. In the case of an interior lot, the
lot line that abuts a right-of-way. In the case of
a corner lot, the lot line that abuts the principal
right-of-way. In the case of a through lot, both lot
lines that abut a right-of-way.

Live-Work Unit. A single unit consisting of both
a commercial/office and a residential component
that is occupied by the same resident.

Lot Line, Interior Side. A lot line that connects a
front lot line and rear lot line, and does not abut
a right-of-way.
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Lot Line, Rear. A lot line that is opposite the
front lot line, and does not abut a right-of-way.
Where the side lot lines meet at a point, the rear
lot line is a line that is five feet in width, within
the lot and connecting the side lot lines, that is
parallel or radial to the front lot line.

abuts more than two rights-of-way, the Building
Inspector may determine that all thoroughfares,
except for one, are principal rights-of-way.
Right-of-Way, Secondary. A right-of-way that is not
a principal right-of-way, and is clearly associated
with the corner side facades of buildings.
Setback. The distance between a building facade
and an adjacent lot line or other fixed line.
Stepback. A recess in the upper stories of a
building from the lower stories.

Lot Width. Refer to Section 5.3, Measurements &
Exceptions.
Mean High Water Line. The average elevation
of all high waters recorded at a particular point
or station over a considerable period of time, as
determined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Native Plants. The indigenous species that
have evolved and occur naturally in a particular
region, ecosystem, and habitat. These important
plant species provide nectar, pollen, and seeds
that serve as food for native butterflies, insects,
birds, and other wildlife.
Parapet. A low wall or protective barrier that
extends vertically above the roof surface of a
building or other structure.
Principal Building. A building in which is
conducted the main or principal use of the lot on
which the building is situated.
Principal Use. The main or primary purpose for
which a building, other structure, and/or lot is
designed, arranged, or intended, or for which it may
be used, occupied, or maintained under this Code.
Right-of-Way. Any land reserved or dedicated as
a street, alley, or pedestrian or bicycle way.
Right-of-Way, Principal. The public right-of-way
that is clearly associated with the front facades of
buildings along a block face. Where a corner lot
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Story, Half. That portion of a building situated
above a full story and having at least two opposite
exterior walls meeting a sloping roof at a level not
higher above the floor than a distance equal to onehalf the floor-to-ceiling height of the story below.
Story Height. Refer to Section 5.3, Measurements
& Exceptions.
Transom. A window above a door or window
that is hinged to a horizontal crosspiece over
the door or window.
Transparency. Refer to Section 5.3,
Measurements & Exceptions.
Upper-Story Dwelling. A dwelling unit located
wholly, with the exception of a lobby, storage,
and/or parking, above the first story of a building.
Visible Light Reflectance (VLR). The percent of
total visible light that is reflected by a glazing
system. The lower the number, the less visible
light reflected.
Visible Light Transmittance (VLT). The percent
of total visible light that is transmitted through a
glazing system. The lower the number, the less
visible light transmitted.
Water Body. A discrete and significant element
of surface water such as a lake, river, stream,
pond, reservoir, or canal, as defined by the
United States Geological Survey (USGS).
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Window Sill. The horizontal member at the base
of a window opening, particularly the ledge
formed by such a member.
Yard. An unoccupied area that is open and
unobstructed from the ground, with the
exception of permitted encroachments, on the
same lot as a principal building.

Yard, Waterfront. The area of a waterfront lot
that extends from the mean high water line
of the adjacent water body to the waterside
facade of the principal building.

Sec. 5.3 Measurements &
Exceptions
These rules of measurement are used to
interpret and apply the building form and design
standards of this Overlay. Where any overlap or
conflict exists between this section and § 300,
this section will control.

Yard Line. A line drawn parallel or radial to the
lot line at a distance equal to the depth of the
building facade which is oriented to that lot line.
Yard, Corner Side. The area of the lot that extends
from the front yard line to the rear lot line, between
the corner side lot line and the corner side yard line.
Yard, Front. The area of the lot that extends
between interior side lot lines or between the
corner side lot line and the interior side lot line,
between the front lot line and the front yard line.

5.3.1 Lot Dimensions
A. Lot Area. Lot area is measured as the total
area contained within the boundary lines
of a lot, excluding publicly dedicated and
accepted rights-of-way.
B. Lot Width. Lot width is measured as the
horizontal distance between side lot lines along
the front lot line. On a flag lot, only the flag
portion of the lot is used to measure lot width.
On a lot accessed by an access easement, the
easement is not used to measure lot width.

Yard, Interior Side. The area of the lot that
extends from the front yard line to the rear yard
line, between the interior side lot line and the
interior side yard line.
Yard, Rear. The area of the lot that extends
between interior side lot lines or between the
corner side yard line and the interior side lot line,
between the rear lot line and the rear yard line.
Yard, Required. Refer to Section 5.3,
Measurements & Exceptions.
Yard, Visual Access. An open yard providing an
unobstructed view through a lot to a shoreline
or shoreline park, intended to extend existing
views from upland areas.
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5.3.2 Lot Coverage
A. Building Coverage. Building coverage is
measured by dividing the total area of
building footprints of all principal and
accessory structures by the total lot area. On
a flag lot, only the flag portion of the lot is
used in the calculation of building coverage.
On a lot accessed by an access easement,
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the easement is not used in the calculation of
building coverage.
B. Impervious Coverage. Impervious coverage
is measured by dividing the total area of
the building footprints of all principal and
accessory structures and all paved surfaces of
the site, by the total lot area.

5.3.3 Building Setbacks
A. Required Yard. A required yard is the area
of a lot, created by a minimum setback, that
must be maintained clear of permanent
structures. The following are exceptions to
required yards:

except for a required waterfront yard
or required visual access yard.
g. Any ornamental lighting, lamp posts,
and lawn decorations, such as benches,
statues, birdbaths, open arbor/trellis,
and sculptures, may encroach upon any
required yard.
h. An unenclosed porch or stoop may
encroach up to six feet upon any
required yard, except for a required
waterfront yard or required visual
access yard.
i.

A sill, belt course, or ornamental
feature may encroach up to six inches,
and a cornice, eave, roof overhang,
or similar architectural feature may
encroach up to 18 inches, upon any
required yard, except for a required
waterfront yard or required visual
access yard.

j.

An open or lattice-enclosed fireproof
fire escapes or stairways required by
law may encroach upon any required
yard, except for a required waterfront
yard or required visual access yard.

1. Accessory structures may encroach upon
certain required yards, per Section 4.2.
2. Certain building features may encroach upon
required yards, as follows:
a. An accessibility ramp may encroach
upon any required yard to the extent
necessary to perform its proper
function.
b. An awning, canopy, or sunscreen
may encroach up to six feet upon any
required yard, except for a required
waterfront yard or required visual
access yard.
c. A balcony may encroach up to six feet
upon any required yard, except for a
required waterfront yard or required
visual access yard.
d. A bay window or turret that is less
than ten feet wide may encroach up
to three feet upon any required yard,
except for a required waterfront yard
or required visual access yard.
e. A building entrance that is less than
ten feet wide may encroach up to three
feet upon any required yard, except for
a required waterfront yard or required
visual access yard.
f. A chimney or flue may encroach up
to three feet upon any required yard,
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k. A flag pole utilized for the display of
the flag of the United States, provided
that it is set back a minimum of 15 feet
from the public right-of-way and 10
feet from any interior side or rear lot
line, and has height not exceeding 15
feet above grade or 30 feet in the case
of the WF district.
3. Fences and Walls. Fences and walls may
encroach upon required yards, except for
a required waterfront yard or required
visual access yard.
4. Signs. Signs may encroach up to 18
inches upon required yards, except for
a required waterfront yard or required
visual access yard.
5. Pedestrian and Cyclist Facilities. Pedestrian
or cyclist facilities, such as sidewalks,
multi-use paths, and bicycle parking, may
encroach upon required yards.
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6. Vehicle Parking. Vehicle parking,
including driveways and drive aisles,
may encroach upon a required rear yard,
except for a required waterfront yard or
required visual access yard.
7. Utilities. Utility infrastructure located
underground and structures accessory
to utilities, such as hydrants, manholes,
transformers, poles, transmission lines,
and cabinet structures, may encroach
upon any required yard.

5.3.4 Building Height
A. Height (Stories). Building height is measured
in stories by the total number of habitable
levels within the building, with the exception
of a cellar, that is constructed and designed
to support occupancy as defined by the
State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building
Code. A half story does not count toward a
maximum story height requirement.
Top of Roof Surface

B. Build-to Zone. A build-to zone is the area of
a lot created when a minimum and maximum
setback establishes the required placement
of the facade of a principal building. When
a build-to zone is established, at least 80%
of the linear width of the building, for the
first two stories, must be located within the
build-to zone.

Height

934

Grade
Peak of
Pitched Roof

Height

The following are exceptions to the build-to
zone:
1. Facade articulation, such as window or
wall recesses or projections, is counted as
meeting the build-to zone requirement, so
long as the variation does not exceed 18
inches of depth or projection.
2. An alcove, chamfered corner, entryway
recess, or upper-story balcony is counted
as meeting the build-to zone requirement.
3. An outdoor dining area is counted as meeting
the build-to zone requirement, so long as the
outdoor dining area is created by the recess
of only the ground story of the building
facade, and the recess is no greater than 15
feet in depth from the building facade.
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Grade

B. Height (Feet). Building height is measured in
feet from grade to the top of the roof surface
of a flat roof or to the peak of a pitched roof.
This height calculation does not include the
following architectural and structural features,
so long as such features do not exceed 125% of
the permitted height of the structure on which
the feature is placed, and does not occupy
more than 20% of the total area of the roof:
1. A code-required railing or parapet.
2. Mechanical equipment, placed
and screened in accordance with
Section 3.3.5.A.
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3. On any public or semipublic building, a
spire, cupola, dome, belfry, or clock tower.
4. Flagpole, chimney, flue, elevator, stair
bulkhead, skylight, or fire escape.
5. Radio or television tower, transmission
line or tower, or similar structure
necessary as a public service facility, only
after approval as a special exception use
by the Planning Board.

5.3.5 Story Height

third story, to the top of the roof surface of a
flat roof or to the peak of a pitched roof.
D. Upper Story Stepback. An upper story
stepback is measured from the outer facade
of the applicable story to the outer facade
of the story below. No encroachment is
permitted within a required upper story
stepback, with the exception of a rooftop
patio (including moveable tables, chairs, and
related objects), retractable canvas awning,
or code-required railing or parapet.
Stepback

A. Ground Floor Elevation. Ground floor elevation
is measured from grade to the floor level of the
first story of the building at the main entrance.
B. Story Height. Story height is measured from the
surface of any floor to the surface of the floor or
attic floor above it or, if there is no floor above,
to the top of the roof surface. The minimum
ground story height must be fully met within
the first 30 feet of building depth as measured
from the front facade. At least 50% of the
ground story must meet the minimum story
height requirement. No minimum story height
requirement applies to dining cars, locomotive
cars, shipping containers, and similar adaptively
reused structures when repurposed for
permanent use and occupancy.

5.3.6 Transparency
A. Transparency:
1. When calculating transparency for any
facade, the total area of fenestration is
included, as follows:

Maximum 50%
under minimum height

30’ Minimum

Ground Story
Height

Ground Floor Elevation

C. Second Story Height. The second story
height is measured from grade to the surface
of the floor of the third story or, if there is no
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a. Ground Story Transparency. Ground
story transparency is calculated based
on the total facade area located between
two feet and eight feet above grade.
b. Upper Story Transparency. Upper
story transparency is calculated based
on the total facade area located
between the surface of any floor to the
surface of the floor above it or, if there
is no story above, from the surface of
the floor to the top of the roof surface
(not including any code-required
railing or parapet).
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Wall
Plate
Finished
Floor

Upper Story
Transparency

Finished
Floor
Ground Story
Transparency

8' 0"
2' 0"
Grade

Ground Floor
Elevation

2. For any windows to be included in the
transparency calculation, the glazing
must meet the following criteria:
a. For ground story glazing, the
glazing must have a minimum 60%
Visible Light Transmittance (VLT)
and no more than 15% Visible Light
Reflectance (VLR). The ground story
glazing must remain unobstructed up
to a minimum depth of five feet, with
the exception of obstructions, such as
window signs or product displays, that
do not take up more than 25% of the
total window area.
b. For upper story glazing, the glazing
must have a minimum of 40% VLT and
no more than 15% VLR.
3. For any door to be included in the
transparency calculation, the door must
be part of a main entrance. An emergency
exit, service entrance, or vehicular entry
is not included in the transparency
calculation.

Ground Floor Blank Wall Width

C. Ground Story Window Sill Height. The
ground story window sill height is measured
from the base of the building immediately
beneath the window sill to the point where
the window sill glazing commences.

5.3.7 Pedestrian Access
A. Main Entrance Location. A main entrance is a
principal point of access for pedestrians into
a building. To be considered a main entrance,
a door must be open to and operable by the
general public, for both entering and exiting,
during business hours in the case of a nonresidential use, or operable at any time by
occupants in the case of a residential use. An
emergency exit, service entrance, or vehicular
entry is not considered a main entrance.
B. Entrance Spacing. Entrance spacing is
measured as the distance between the edges
of doors along the facade. To be counted
toward an entrance spacing requirement, a
door must be part of a main entrance.

B. Blank Wall Width. Ground story blank wall
width is measured as any linear dimension of
contiguous building wall on the ground story
that does not contain fenestration.
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